
I started my apprenticeship at Sunshine Golf Club in 2009 and I remember talking with the General 

Manager and Superintendent during my interview about the industry having the possibilities of 

world travel, which instantly appealed to me. It wasn’t long after that I heard about Mike O’Keeffe 

and The Ohio Program, during class at Gordon Institute and being told it was always an option for 

anyone who was willing to work hard. During the third year of my apprenticeship, we had Dave 

Goldie, a past intern and now representative of the program, come to class and give a presentation 

and I was hooked, filling out my application that same afternoon, in fact. Once received everything 

happened pretty quickly and it wasn’t long before I was informed of my placement at Congressional 

Country Club, in Maryland, Washington DC, being one of the many amazing courses The Ohio 

Program has sent interns to for many years. I remember heading to work (now at Eynesbury Golf 

Course) in February, to do some afternoon watering when I received a call from Alan Newstead of 

the Australian Golf Fellowship of Rotarians and being told about a scholarship offer that would fund 

all of my expenses in getting over to the States. My first answer was, “is this a joke?” I later met with 

Alan and he explained what the Rotary were about and what was required of me and I had no 

problem getting on board. 

I arrived in Columbus, Ohio, in late March for an induction into the program with a bunch of other 

interns and trainees from all parts of the world. We spent two days touring the Ohio State University 

which was a city in itself, before we all moved on to our placements. I arrived in DC, where I was 

living one hundred feet from our workshop, which made the 5AM starts much easier, in my opinion.  

I was instantly thrown into course setup, hand mowing and spray applications, within my first few 

days after arriving. The spraying would be a trend for my placement, due to Congressional’s one 

hundred percent preventative fungicide program and I completed some sixty plus spray applications 

during the six months I was there. We had bent grass fairways and tall fescue rough, and the heat 

and humidity was a constant so we were watching greens with hose in hand each and every day until 

late afternoon, just to ensure plant survival under the stress we were putting on the greens. The use 

of soil probes and moisture sensors allowed us to keep moisture levels in the optimum; too low and 

we could potentially lose a green in an hour and if too high, the high humidity would allow fungal 

spores to frenzy. It was standard to be watching your surfaces, whether it be nine greens or tees and 

fairways, until the sun went down. The north east American summer really keeps you honest, there 

are no short cuts. 

Also during my six months at Congressional, I twice took part in full course aerofication. We would 

use hollow tynes at varying sizes for each surface and with only a five day window to have the 

course clean and ready for play it wasn’t uncommon to work until dark each day. We routinely went 

out with solid tynes and use of hydroinjection throughout the season to promote a deeper root 

growth as well as firming the surface. 

In the final week of June we hosted the AT&T National PGA Tour event. My duties were cutting the 

back nine pins and setting tee markers in the mornings, hand watering on our second course 

throughout the day before maintaining bunker moisture on the back nine and setting up the practice 

facility for the next morning in the afternoon shift. We completed a greens application on the 

Tuesday, as taking a week out of our Fungicide and Regulator program would bring enormous 

disease pressure and unwanted growth at the end of the week. By Thursday we were very confident 



in the course playing the way we wanted it to and with the winner (Tiger Woods) only shooting -8 

after 72 holes, we felt the course played very close to its potential. 

Unfortunately Mother Nature didn’t want us to have to easy a time as we were hit by a Hurricane on 

the Friday night, knocking down sixty plus of our established trees, making a mess that had to be 

seen to believe. Director Mike Giuffre and one of our mechanics were down at the workshop from 

2AM onwards, with chain saws in hand removing tree trunks blocking access to the office. We had 

tree removal companies in that morning assisting the crew removing debris from within the ropes to 

try and get the third round underway. We managed to clean as much as we could to allow 3’s to tee 

off at 1 and 10 tee, at 1PM.  

The initial debris clean up, the tournament and keeping our turf alive, saw us clocking 180+ hours for 

the advance week/tournament fortnight. Also, because we had lost power in our dorm for the ten 

days following, with no escaping the heat and humidity, we became the first ever interns to stay 

inside the Congressional Clubhouse hotel rooms. It was an amazing effort and incredible to be a part 

of. 

Once the weather started to ease up on us and the season was coming to a close, I was allowed time 

to get around and see plenty of the sights and have a mini vacation with the money I had saved. At 

the same time communicating with Mike O’Keeffe on getting to my next placement, TPC Scottsdale, 

in Arizona. Despite all the hard work, there was more than just a learning experience to take away. 

I got in touch with another Ohio Program intern heading to Scottsdale and we decided to drive 

across the country, 4,000km and 7 States later, we had arrived in the heat of the Sonoran Desert. 

After organising an apartment to live in, it was straight down to business starting in the middle of a 

full course overseed, an expensive practice that had to be carried out with precision. We had three 

months to grow a golf course that was going to host the PGA Tour at the end of January, 2013. 

Getting to the South and working on these courses opens your eyes to a whole different set of 

challenges. Our surfaces were only just establishing in the dry, desert heat so watering and fertilizing 

was a must. It was such a contrast moving from minimizing all growth to promoting as much as we 

could. The water quality is extremely saline so all the watering we were doing would have to be 

Calcium flushed weekly. 

With next to zero humidity, disease pressure was almost non-existent. In the spray room we would 

go out with Fungicide on a twenty one day cycle to control Rapid Blight, a microbial disease that had 

made its way down from Oregon in a bad seed batch, a few years prior. As our surfaces developed 

and the weather began to cool, we were fertilizing with high nitrogen and iron weekly, as well as a 

turf pigment used to absorb heat as the overnight frosts slow growth immensely. 

Construction on our multiple grandstands and the #16 arena began almost in time with my arrival 

and it was amazing to see this small city grow. Hosting so many spectators for a golf tournament just 

blew my mind. Holes 15-18 all had grandstands with the capacity to hold thousands, with the 16th 

being completely enclosed. These grandstands and the cold weather create constant wet conditions, 

as well air circulation problems. 



With a record cold stretch and our annual rainfall reached very quickly, we struggled with surface 

firmness and coverage. We used a kiln dried sand consisting of mostly fine’s weekly to try and lock 

the top layer of the surface, as well as a coloured sand mixture used to hide ball mark blemishes.  

Bunker surrounds were not overseeded and we allowed the couchgrass to go dormant, we then use 

Diquat, a selective herbicide which causes the green leaf tissue in couch to turn a contrasting golden 

colour. We use the same process on our spectator mounds and tee surrounds creating a real 

prominent border to the playing surfaces.  All the while burning in our lines, factoring in camera 

tower angels, overhead blimp shots and player approach shot angels, to ensure our playing surface 

aesthetics were at the highest level. 

In the lead up to the Waste Management Phoenix Open, frosts that would last hours really made 

tournament surface conditioning difficult. Not to mention the TPC Networks highest played public 

course had golfers lining up in droves each and every morning. We utilised all spare time in the 

desert areas edging, weeding and refurbishing ruts and washouts, as well as bunker depths being 

corrected only for flooding (on multiple occasions) to come and ruin all our hard work. 

A down pour on Sunday of advance week rendered all firmness and surface moisture data we had 

been collecting in the lead up useless and really made our playability much easier than we were 

hoping to be. Our eventual winner (Phil Mickleson) shooting -28 under par made the course look 

easy but it was really exciting to watch. 

During tournament week I double cut greens on the front nine of a morning and back nine tee’s and 

approaches each afternoon. Getting the chance to cut inside the #16 stadium in front of thousands 

of people was quite the experience, it’s not often in this industry you get heckled and cheered whilst 

you work!  

The tournament was a huge success despite frost delays slowing play with local hero, Phil Mickleson, 

leading from start to finish. Fans turned up in strong numbers each day breaking records for 

attendance on 2 individual days including 179,000+ on Saturday, breaking the record for single day 

sporting event attendance. An interesting fact being thrown around was on the Saturday TPC 

Scottsdale’s property had become the fifth highest populated town in Arizona.  

After the tournament I had the chance to head to the Golf Industry Trade Show in San Diego, where I 

was fortunate enough to accept another scholarship, this time from the well-known chemical 

company, Syngenta. The show was incredible, as well as Syngenta hosting us and there high profile 

clients for the evening, giving us all an amazing chance to network with a lot of respected people 

from within the industry and across the world. 

After the show it was back to work again because the transition period out of overseed is just as 

important as the initial overseed, maintaining as much healthy plant life as possible for the 

upcoming heat of summer. We would solid tyne greens and verti-cut fairways weekly, to cause 

enough heat stress on the cool season grasses, which isn’t as easy as it sounds with the high fertilizer 

rates put out over the winter and the perfect growing conditions; we were literally out bailing hay. 

Due to the perfect weather conditions and popularity of the course, our fairway aerification had to 

be done each morning ahead of play. It was a difficult and stressful operation to get the coring and 



clean up done but the well organised staff managed to get through without causing too much delay 

to play. 

My time wound down in Arizona and I again got the chance to vacation before heading to my next 

position (now at Sunningdale GC in the UK). I cannot speak higher of Mike O’Keffee and The Ohio 

Program and the learning opportunities that have been awarded to me. I am thankful to both The 

Australian Golf Fellowship of Rotarians and Syngenta for the help I received in getting to the USA 

and to the hard working Superintendents and Directors I learnt so much from. My time in America 

allowed me to not only learn more about this industry from a high end/tournament perspective, but 

to learn more about myself and the type of person/professional I am going to strive to become. It 

was truly a life changing experience. You can contact me at simonrees000@gmail.com if you have 

questions or Mike O’Keeffe at okeeffe.1@osu.edu if you wish to know more details about The Ohio 

Program(TOP). 
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